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PREAMBLE

? The present understanding of ν-nucleus cross
sections is not adequate to the needs of neutrino
experiments

? A great deal of effort is being devoted to both
theoretical and experimental studies of
neutrino-nucleus interactions

? The large body of accurate of electron scattering
data provides valuable complementary
information

? The long-term goal, strongly advocated by Eligio
Lisi in his opening talk at NUINT 2018, is a
unified model for the nuclear response to
electroweak probes
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? This talk will attempt to provide an admittedly biased review of
theoretical models of neutrino-nucleus interactions in the kinematical
regime relevant to long-baseline neutrino experiments
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EVENT RATE DISTRIBUTION

? Neutrino experiments measure event rate distributions as a function of
the visible energy, Evis

Rα→β(Evis) = N
∫
dEνΦα(Eν)Pνα→νβ (Eν) σβ(Eν , Evis) εβ(Eν)

I N is a normalization factor

I Φα(Eν) is the neutrino flux as a function of neutrino energy

I Pνα→νβ (Eν) is the oscillation probability as function of the
neutrino energy

I the differential cross section σβ(Eν , Evis) describes the probability
that a neutrino of flavor β and energy Eν produces a distribution
of visible energies Evis in the detector

I εβ(Eν) is the detection efficiency
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Most	important	systematics:
• Detector Calibration
– Will be improved by the 2019 test beam program

• Neutrino cross sections
– Particularly nuclear effects (RPA, MEC)

• Muon energy scale

• Neutron uncertainty – new with ν̅’s

Alex Himmel, June 15 @ Fermilab
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THE CHALLENGE

? Predicted neutrino fluxes at
SURF, for the DUNE beam in
“neutrino” mode.

? Single-particle momentum
spectra from LBNF beam
neutrino interactions (sample
obtained from reverse
horn-current running).

Expression of interest for a sub-GeV low Energy beamline

at the CERN North Area

On behalf of the CENF-ND forum working groups⇤

May 22, 2019

1 Introduction

Present and next generation neutrino oscillation experiments, such as DUNE[1, 2], T2K[3], Hyper-
Kamiokande[4], ESSnuSB [5], share extremely stringent requirements on systematic uncertainties
coming from detector response and calibration. In addition, knowledge of particle production cross
sections in the target materials is an important input for the simulation of final state e↵ects in
neutrino-nucleus interactions. In all experiments, an important fraction of the particles emerging
from neutrino interactions have momenta in the sub-GeV range. As an example, the expected
particle spectra from beam neutrino interactions in DUNE are shown in Figure 1. Furthermore
atmospheric neutrinos within the sub-GeV region are also of great interest nowadays since the
e↵ects on oscillation probabilities of the leptonic CP-violating phase �CP is much more pronounced
than in long-baseline experiments. Therefore, measurements of their oscillation pattern can bring
new and important information on �CP and consequently detector response to sub-GeV particles is
important for Super-Kamiokande, Hyper-Kamiokande and DUNE [?]. Finally proton decay searches
is another important topic for both Japanese and US experiments which motivate the interest to
study low energy particles. Signatures of proton decay products are usually characterized by the
presence of mesons with energy of a few hundreds of MeV. Careful understanding of the detection
e�ciency of those particles and as well a correct estimation of the atmospheric neutrino interactions
background are crucial to be able to identify proton decay events.

Figure 1: Representative generator-level single-particle momentum spectra from LBNF beam neu-
trino interactions, separated by particle species. The events contributing to the spectra shown are
those that would enter a ⌫e appearance analysis (both signal and background prior to any cuts)
in a sample obtained from reverse horn-current running (i.e., enriched in anti-neutrinos). Figure
from [8]

⇤Editors: S. Bordoni(MSU/CERN), P.Sala (INFN/CERN)

1

? Meeting this challenge will require the development of a theoretical
framework providing a consistent description of a variety of reaction
channels over a wide range of neutrino energy.
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THE NEUTRINO-NUCLEUS X-SECTION

? Consider, for example, the inclusive cross section of the charged-current
reaction

νµ +A→ µ− +X

at fixed beam energy
dσA ∝ LµνWµν

A

I Lµν is fully specified by the lepton kinematical variables
I The determination of the nuclear response

Wµν
A =

∑
X

〈0|JµA
†|X〉〈X|JνA|0〉δ(4)(P0 + k − PX − k′)

involves

• the ground state of the target nucleus, |0〉
• all relevant hadronic final states, |X〉
• the nuclear current operator (q ≡ (ω,q) = PX − P0)

JµA(q) =
∑
i

jµi +
∑
j>i

jµij + . . .
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MODELING NUCLEAR DYNAMICS

? At low to moderate |q|—typically . 0.5 GeV—the initial and final states
can be obtained from the non relativistic nuclear Hamiltonian

H =
∑
i

pi
2

2m
+

∑
j>i

vij +
∑
k>j>i

Vijk

where vij and Vijk account for the properties of the two- and
three-nucleon system by construction

? the nuclear current operators JµA, consistent with the Hamiltonian H ,
can be approximated by the leading terms of an expansion in powers of
the ratio |q|/m

? In this kinematical regime, accurate parameter free calculations of the
neutrino-nucleus cross section can be performed within the framework
of Nuclear Many-body Theory (NMBT)

? At larger q and ω the non relativistic descritpion breaks down, and
degrees of freedom other than nucleons play a role. Further
approximations are needed!
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A SOMEWHAT ARBITRARY CLASSIFICATION

Theoretical models of neutrino-nucleus interactions can be classified
according to the underlying description of nuclear dynamics

? Approaches based on microscopic models of nuclear dynamics,
constrained by observed properties of the two- and three-nucleon
systems

I Quantum Monte Carlo
I Spectral Function Formalism

? Diagrammatic approaches based on simplified models of nuclear
dynamics

I Valencia model
I Lyon-CERN model

? Semi-phenomenological models

I Superscaling model and its extensions
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GREEN’S FUNCTION MONTE CARLO

? In the non relativistic regime, the Laplace transform of the response
functions of isospin-symmetric nuclei with A ≤ 12 have been obtained
from imaginary-time evolution

? The euclidean response tensor can be cast in the form

EµνA (|q|, τ) ∝
∫ ∞
ωel

dωe−ωτWµν
A (q) =

〈0|JµA
†e−(H−E0)τJνA|0〉
〈0|e−(H−E0)τ |0〉

? Inversion of the euclidean response, which amounts to performig the
transformation EµνA (|q|, τ)→Wµν

A (|q|, ω), is a long standing problem,
involving non trivial issues

? An efficient inversion procedure, based on the maximum entropy
principle, has been recently developed and applied to study both the
electromagnetic and weak nuclear responses
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ELECTRON SCATTERING AS A TESTING GROUND

? GFMC longitudinal (left) and transverse (right) electromagnetic
response functions of 12C [PRL 117, 082501 (2016)], compared to the
results of J. Jourdan’s analysis of the world data. The momentum
transfer ranges from 300 MeV (top) to 570 MeV (bottom)

excitation energies E⋆
f − E0 experimentally known to be,

respectively, 4.44, 7.65, and 14.08 in MeV units [31]. The
contributions of these states to the quasielastic longitudinal
and transverse response functions extracted from inclusive
(e, e0) cross section measurements are not included in the
experimental results. Therefore, before comparing experi-
ment with the present theory, which computes the total
inelastic response rather than just the quasielastic one, we
need to remove these contributions explicitly. This is
simply accomplished by first defining

Eγðq; τÞ ¼ Eγðq; τÞ −
X

f

jhfjOγðqÞj0ij2e−ðEf−E0Þ=τ; ð4Þ

where in the sum only the states f ¼ 2þ, 0þ2 , and 4þ are
included, and then inverting Eðq; τÞ (the energies Ef differ
fromE⋆

f , since the former include recoil kinetic energies).We
do not attempt a GFMC calculation of the excitation energies
of these states or associated transition form factors—it would
require explicit calculations of these states or propagating
exp½−ðH − E0Þτ&OγðqÞj0i to computationally prohibitive
large values of τ. Rather, we use the experimental energies
and form factors, listed in Table I, to obtainEγðq; τÞ from the
GFMC-calculatedEγðq; τÞ. Because of the fast drop of these
form factors with increasing momentum transfer, the cor-
rection in Eq. (4) for the longitudinal channel (γ ¼ L) is
significant at q ¼ 300 MeV=c, but completely negligible at
q ¼ 570 MeV=c. In the case of the transverse channel
(γ ¼ T), possible contributions from E2 and E4 transitions
to the2þ and 4þ states are too small [40,41] to have an impact
on ETðq; τÞ.
The longitudinal and transverse response functions

obtained by the maximum-entropy inversion of the
Eγðq; τÞ’s are displayed in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
Theoretical predictions corresponding toGFMCcalculations
in which only one-body terms or both one- and two-body
terms are retained in the electromagnetic operators Oγ—
denoted by (red) dashed and (black) solid lines and labeled
GFMCO1b andGFMCO1bþ2b, respectively—are compared
to the experimental response functions determined from
the world data analysis of Jourdan [10] and, for
q ¼ 300 MeV=c, from the Saclay data [9]. The (red and
gray) shaded areas show the uncertainty derived from the
dependence of the 1b and 1bþ 2b results on the default

model adopted in the maximum-entropy inversion [17]. This
uncertainty is quite small. Lastly, the (green) dash-dotted
lines correspond to plane-wave-impulse-approximation
(PWIA) calculations using the single-nucleon momentum
distributionNðpÞ of 12C obtained in Ref. [7] (see Ref. [1] for
details on the PWIA calculation).
Figures 1 and 2 immediately lead to the main conclu-

sions of this work: (i) the dynamical approach outlined
above (with free nucleon electromagnetic form factors) is in
excellent agreement with experiment in both the longi-
tudinal and transverse channels, (ii) as illustrated by the
difference between the PWIA and GFMC one-body-current
predictions (curves labeled PWIA and GFMC O1b), corre-
lations and interaction effects in the final states redistribute
strength from the quasielastic peak to the threshold
and high-energy transfer regions, and (iii) while the
contributions from two-body charge operators tend to
slightly reduce RLðq;ωÞ in the threshold region, those
from two-body currents generate a large excess of strength
in RTðq;ωÞ over the whole ω spectrum (curves labeled
GFMC O1b and GFMC O1bþ2b), thus offsetting the
quenching noted in (ii) in the quasielastic peak.
As a result of this study, a consistent picture of the

electromagnetic response of nuclei emerges, which is at
variance with the conventional one of quasielastic

TABLE I. Measured longitudinal transition form factors,
defined as hfjOLðqÞj0i=Z, to the f ¼ 2þ, 0þ2 (Hoyle), and 4þ

states in 12C. Experimental data are from Refs. [32–34], and have
been divided by the proton electric form factor Gp

Eðq;ωfÞ with
ωf ¼ Ef − E0, as described in Ref. [35].

q ðMeV=cÞ 2þ 0þ2 4þ

300 0.128 0.0313 0.0010
380 0.0743 0.0052 0.0012
570 0.0043 0.0045 0.000 59

FIG. 1. Electromagnetic longitudinal response functions of 12C
for q in the range 300–570 MeV. Experimental data are from
Refs. [9,10]. See the text for further explanations.

PRL 117, 082501 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending

19 AUGUST 2016

082501-3

scattering as being dominated by a single-nucleon knock
out. This fact also has implications for the nuclear weak
response probed in inclusive neutrino scattering induced by
charge-changing and neutral current processes. In particu-
lar, the energy dependence of the cross section is quite
important in extracting neutrino oscillation parameters. An
earlier study of the sum rules associated with the weak
transverse and vector-axial interference response functions
in 12C found [42] a large enhancement due to two-body
currents in both the vector and axial components of the
neutral current. Only neutral weak processes have been
considered so far, but one would expect these conclusions
to remain valid in the case of charge-changing ones. In this
connection, it is important to realize that neutrino and
antineutrino cross sections differ only in the sign of this
vector-axial interference response, and that this difference
is crucial for inferring the charge-conjugation and parity
violating phase, one of the fundamental parameters of
neutrino physics, to be measured at the Deep Underground
Neutrino Experiment (DUNE)[43].
We conclude by updating in Fig. 3 the results for the

Coulomb sum rule of 12C obtained in Ref. [5]. The
theoretical calculation (solid line) is identical to the one

reported in that work. In the present analysis of the
experimental data (empty and full circles), the inelastic
threshold has been assumed to correspond to the energy of
the 4þ state rather than to that of the 2þ state, as we have
explicitly accounted for the transitions to the low-lying
states. We recall that the empty circles are obtained by
integrating RLðq;ωÞ up to ωmax, the highest measured
energy transfer, while the full circles also include the “tail”
contribution for ω > ωmax and into the timelike region
(ω > q), which cannot be accessed in (e, e0) scattering
experiments, by assuming that the longitudinal response in
12C is proportional to that of the deuteron [5]. As the direct
calculations demonstrate in Figs. 1 and 2, there is non-
vanishing strength in the timelike region (see in particular
the top panels of these figures which extend to ω > q), and
this strength needs to be accounted for before comparing
theory to experiment.
The square data points in Fig. 3 have been obtained by

adding to the full circles the contribution due to the low-
lying Jπ ¼ 2þ, 0þ2 , and 4þ states. Given the choice of
normalization for SLðqÞ in Fig. 3, this contribution is
simply given by the sum of the squares—each multiplied
by Z ¼ 6—of the (longitudinal) transition form factors
listed in Table I. Among these, the dominant one is the form
factor to the 2þ state at a 4.44 MeV excitation energy. The
contributions associated with these states, in particular the
2þ state, were overlooked in the analysis of Ref. [5] and, to
the best of our knowledge, in all preceding analyses—the
difference between the total inelastic and quasielastic
strength alluded to earlier was not fully appreciated.
While they are negligible at large q (certainly at
q ¼ 570 MeV=c), they are significant at low q. They help
to bring theory into excellent agreement with experiment.
Figures 1 and 2 clearly demonstrate that the picture of

interacting nucleons and currents quantitatively describes
the electromagnetic response of 12C in the quasielastic
regime. The key features necessary for this successful

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but for the electromagnetic transverse
response functions. Because pion production mechanisms are not
included, the present theory underestimates the (transverse)
strength in the Δ peak region; see in particular the q ¼
570 MeV=c case.

FIG. 3. Coulomb sum rule in 12C: theory (black solid line
labeled 1bþ 2b) and analyses of experimental data (blue empty
and full circles labeled EXP-TR and EXP) are from Ref. [5]; the
(red square) data points, labeled EXP-TFF, include the contri-
butions of the low-lying Jπ ¼ 2þ, 0þ2 (Hoyle), and 4þ states,;
see the text for explanations.

PRL 117, 082501 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending

19 AUGUST 2016
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WEAK EUCLIDEAN RESPONSE AND SUM RULES

? Neutral current euclidean responses of 12C at momentum transfer
|q| = 570 MeV [left, PRC 91, 062501 (2015)] and sum rules [right, PRL
112, 182502 (2014)] RAPID COMMUNICATIONS

ELECTROMAGNETIC AND NEUTRAL-WEAK RESPONSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 91, 062501(R) (2015)

deuteron-like np pairs in the ground state of the nucleus. It is
important to stress that, as τ increases, the Euclidean response
functions become more and more sensitive to strength in the
quasielastic and threshold regions of RL,T (q,ω). Indeed, in this
limit (τ ! 1/ωqe) contributions from unmeasured strength at
ω > ωmax are exponentially suppressed.

In Fig. 1 we show results obtained by including only
one-body (open circles) or both one- and two-body (solid
circles) terms in the electromagnetic transition operators. In the
longitudinal case, destructive interference between the matrix
elements of the one- and two-body charge operators reduces,
albeit slightly, the one-body response. In the transverse case,
on the other hand, two-body current contributions substantially
increase the one-body response. This enhancement is effective
over the whole imaginary-time region we have considered,
with the implication that excess transverse strength is gen-
erated by two-body currents not only at ω ! ωqe, but also
in the quasielastic and threshold regions of RT (q,ω). It is
reassuring to see that the full predictions for both longitudinal
and transverse Euclidean response functions are in excellent
agreement with data.

At larger values of τ the statistical errors associated
with the GFMC evolution are rather large, particularly in
the longitudinal response for which the elastic contribution
proportional to the square of the 12C form factor [4] is removed
in order to account for the inelastic strength only. However,
it should be possible to reduce these errors in the future by
investing substantial additional computational resources in this
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Euclidean electromagnetic longitudinal
(top panel) and transverse (lower panel) response function of 12C
at q = 570 MeV. Experimental data are from Ref. [24].
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Euclidean neutral-weak transverse (top
panel) and interference (lower panel) response functions (αβ = xx

and xy in the notation of Ref. [1]) of 12C at q = 570 MeV. See text
for further explanations.

type of calculation. Those presented here were performed with
∼45 million core hours of Argonne National Laboratory’s IBM
Blue Gene/Q (Mira) parallel supercomputer. The Automatic
Dynamic Load Balancing (ADLB) library [25] was used to
distribute the imaginary time propagation of Oβ(q)|%V ⟩ and
the evaluation of the matrix element in Eq. (3) over more than
8000 nodes. The code is at present approximately 75% efficient
at this scale.

In Fig. 2 we show the largest of the five Euclidean
neutral-weak response functions: the transverse (top panel)
and interference (lower panel) Eαβ(q,τ ), having respectively
αβ = xx and αβ = xy in the notation of Ref. [1]. The Exy(q,τ )
response is due to interference between the vector (VNC)
and axial (ANC) parts of the neutral current (NC), and in
the inclusive cross section the corresponding Rxy(q,ω) enters
with opposite sign depending on whether the process A(νl ,ν

′
l )

or A(ν l ,ν
′
l ) is considered [1]—the difference between the

σ (ν) and σ (ν̄) cross sections is proportional to Rxy. It is
important to note that this difference will have an impact on
the determination of the CP-violating phase extracted from
A(νl ,ν

′
l ) and A(ν l ,ν

′
l ) scattering experiments at DUNE [26].

On the other hand, in the transverse case the interference of
VNC and ANC terms vanishes, and Exx(q,τ ) is simply given
by the sum of the terms with both Oα and Oβ in Eq. (1) being
from the VNC or from the ANC. For Exx(q,τ ) these individual
contributions, along with their sum, are displayed separately.
Both Exx(q,τ ) and Exy(q,τ ) response functions obtained with

062501-3

defined above include the elastic and inelastic contribu-
tions; the former are proportional to the square of electro-
weak form factors of the nucleus. In the large q limit,
these nuclear form factors decrease rapidly with q, and the
sum rules reduce to the incoherent sum of single-nucleon
contributions. The normalization factors Cαβ are chosen
such that Sαβðq → ∞Þ≃ 1, for example,

C−1
xy ¼ −

q
m
GAðQ2

qeÞ½Z ~Gp
MðQ2

qeÞ−N ~Gn
MðQ2

qeÞ%; (6)

where Z (N) is the proton (neutron) number,GA is the weak
axial form factor of the nucleon normalized as GAð0Þ ¼ gA
(gA ¼ 1.2694[20]), and ~Gp

M ¼ð1−4sin2θWÞG
p
M=2−Gn

M=2
and ~Gn

M ¼ ð1−4sin2θWÞGn
M=2−Gp

M=2 are its weak vec-
tor form factors [here, Gp

M and Gn
M are the ordinary proton

and neutron magnetic form factors, determined from fits to
elastic electron scattering data off the proton and deuteron
and normalized to the proton and neutron magnetic
moments Gp

Mð0Þ ¼ μp and Gn
Mð0Þ ¼ μn].

The ground-state wave function of 12C is obtained from a
Green’s function Monte Carlo solution of the Schrödinger
equation including the Argonne v18(AV18) two-nucleon [34]
and Illinois-7 (IL7) three-nucleon [41] potentials. The wave
function is evolved in imaginary time via a Green’s function
Monte Carlo propagation starting from a variational wave
function that contains both explicit α clustering and the five
possible Jπ ¼ 0þ p-shell states. The predicted ground-state
energy, rms charge radius, and charge form factor have been
found tobe inexcellent agreementwithexperimentaldata [17].
The sum rules SαβðqÞ in 12C are shown in Fig. 1: results

S1b (S2b) corresponding to one-body (one- and two-body)
terms in the NC are indicated by the dashed (solid) lines.
The two-body axial currents are those of set I; we find that
set II leads to very similar results. Note that both S1bαβ and
S2bαβ are normalized by the (same) factor Cαβ, which makes
S1bαβðqÞ → 1 in the large q limit. In the small q limit, S1b00ðqÞ
and S1b0zðqÞ are much larger than S1bαβ for αβ ≠00; 0z.
In a simple α-cluster picture of 12C, one would expect
S1bαβð12CÞ=Cαβð12CÞ≃ 3S1bαβð4HeÞ=Cαβð4HeÞ, as is indeed
verified in the actual numerical calculations to within a few
percent, except for S1b00=C00 and S1b0z=C0z at low q ≲ 1 fm−1,
where these quantities are dominated by the elastic contri-
bution scaling as A2. In the α particle, the operators j0†j0 and
(j0†jz þ jz†j0) can connect its dominant S-state components
in the left and right wave functions, while the remaining
operator combinations cannot, and only contribute through
S-to-D, D-to-S, and D-to-D transitions—D is the D-state
component, which has a probability of ≃15%.
Except for S2b00ðqÞ, the S2bαβðqÞ sum rules are considerably

larger than the S1bαβðqÞ, by as much as 30%–40%. This
enhancement was not seen in calculations of neutrino-
deuteron scattering [18]; the deuteron Rαβðq;ωÞ response
functions at q ¼ 300 MeV=c are displayed in Fig. 2 (note

that R00 is multiplied by a factor of 5). Two-body current
contributions in the deuteron amount to only a few percent
at the top of the quasielastic peak of the (largest in
magnitude) Rxx and Rxy, but become increasingly more
important in the tail of these response functions, consistent
with the notion that this region is dominated by two-
nucleon physics [17]. The very weak binding of the
deuteron dramatically reduces the impact of two-nucleon
currents, which are important only when two nucleons are
within 1–2 inverse pion masses.
Correlations in np pairs in nuclei with mass number

A ≥3 are stronger than in the deuteron. The two-nucleon
density distributions in deuteronlike (T ¼ 0 and S ¼ 1)
pairs are proportional to those in the deuteron for separa-
tions up to ≃2 fm, and this proportionality constant,
denoted as RAd in Ref. [42], is larger than A=2 (in 4He
and 16O the calculated values of RAd are 4.7 and 18.8,
respectively). Similarly, experiments at BNL [43] and JLab
[44] find that exclusive measurements of back-to-back pairs
in 12C at relative momenta around 2 fm−1 are strongly
dominated by np (versus nn or pp) pairs. In this range and
in the back-to-back configuration, the relative-momentum
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FIG. 1 (color online). The sum rules Sαβ in 12C, corresponding to
the AV18/IL7 Hamiltonian and obtained with one-body only
(dashed lines) and one- and two-body (solid lines) terms in the NC.

PRL 112, 182502 (2014) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending
9 MAY 2014
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BREAKDOWN OF THE NON RELATIVISTIC APPROXIMATION

? the bad news: at large momentum transfer, the initial and final states
and the current operator can no longer be described within a fully
consistent framework

? the good news: in the kinematical regime in which

λ ∼ π

|q| � dNN ,

where dNN is the average NN distance in the target nucleus, nuclear
scattering reduces to the incoherent sum of scattering processes
involving individual nucleons

? Enter the Impulse Approximation (IA)

Σ
i

2 2
q,ω q,ω

i
x
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IMPULSE APPROXIMATION AND FACTORIZATION

? The IA naturally leads to factorization of the nuclear transition
amplitude. As a consequence the double differential cross section of the
process νµ +A→ µ− +X can be written in the simple form

d2σIA
dΩµdEµ

=

∫
d3k dE P (k, E)

d2σνN
dΩµdEµ

,

where

I the elementary cross section d2σνN—written in terms of five
nucleon structure functions Wi—can (at least in principle) be
obtained from proton and deuteron data

I the spectral function P (k, E), describing the probability of
removing a nucleon of momentum k from the target ground state,
leaving the residual system with excitation energy E, is an intrinsic
property of the target, independent of q

I factorization allows for a consistent treatment of all relevant
reaction channels

I corrections arising from the effects of final-state interactions (FSI)
and two-body currents (MEC) can be consistently taken into
account

12 / 34



ELECTRON SCATTERING AS A TESTING GROUND

? cross section of the process

e+A→ e′ +X

? Deuteron (SLAC data) ? Carbon (JLab data)

? The formalism based on nuclear spectral functions provides a unified
and remarkably accurate description of the data for a broad range of
targets and kinematics
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ELECTRON SCATTERING AS A TESTING GROUND (CONTINUED)

I N. Rocco, A. Lovato, and OB [PRL 116, 192501 (2015)]
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FLUX-UNFOLDED TOTAL CROSS SECTION
I Flux unfolded ν- (top panel) and ν̄-carbon (bottom panel) total cross

sections in the quasi elastic channel, compared to MiniBooNE data [PRC
99 022502 (2019)]ROCCO, BARBIERI, BENHAR, DE PACE, AND LOVATO PHYSICAL REVIEW C 99, 025502 (2019)

FIG. 7. Panels (a) and (b) display the CCQE νµ- and ν̄µ-12C
total cross section per nucleon as a function of the neutrino energy,
respectively. The blue (red) lines correspond to including only one-
body (two-body) contributions in the CC reaction, while the black
lines displays the total result. Dotted lines show results from the
SF computed with the SCGF method and solid lines are from CBF.
The MiniBooNE data points [42] are plotted as a function of the
reconstructed neutrino energy.

next-generation [6] neutrino-oscillation experiments. In this
regard, we computed the double-differential cross sections
for incoming energy of Eν,ν̄ = 1 GeV and two values of
the scattering angle: θµ = 30◦ and θµ = 70◦. The total cross
section for neutrino and antineutrino 12C scattering has also
been evaluated and compared with the values extracted by the
MiniBooNE Collaboration.

We use the relativistic meson-exchange currents originally
derived in Ref. [37] to describe pion-production processes.
Subsequently, these currents were implemented in the rel-
ativistic Fermi gas model to account for two-particle–two-
hole final-state channels in electron- and neutrino-nucleus
scattering [36]. Calculations performed combining this contri-
bution with the SUSAv2 prediction for the quasielastic region
show that the inclusion of MEC appreciably improves the
agreement with electron- and neutrino-nucleus scattering data
[31,84,95].

We developed an highly optimized parallel code, based on
the METROPOLIS Monte Carlo algorithm, to efficiently evalu-
ate the NC and CC cross sections and response functions. As
for the latter, within the Fermi gas model we have carried out
a successful comparison with the results reported in Ref. [36]

for two values of the momentum transfer that supports the
correctness of both calculations. Capitalizing on medium-size
computer clusters allows us to avoid approximations, such as
the frozen nucleon one, often adopted when employing de-
terministic integration procedures [96,97]. In addition, when
computing neutrino-nucleus cross sections, we do not make
use of ad hoc parametrizations of the response functions
[84,95].

In order to combine a realistic description of the target
nucleus with relativistic currents and kinematics, we employ
the formalism based on factorization using realistic hole SFs
and follow the scheme devised in Refs. [28,29] to account
for two-nucleon emission processes. The required nuclear
amplitudes and the consistent hole SFs are obtained from two
different many-body schemes, and using different models of
nuclear dynamics.

The CBF theory and the SCGF approach both rely upon
a nonrelativistic nuclear Hamiltonian to describe the inter-
actions among nucleons. However, the phenomenological
Hamiltonian employed to perform the CBF calculation has
been derived from a fit of the properties of the exactly
solvable two- and three-nucleon systems—including the mea-
sured scattering phase shifts at laboratory energies up to
300 MeV—and fails to provide an accurate description of
the spectra and radii of nuclei with A > 4 [98]. The chiral
Hamiltonian employed in the SCGF calculation, on the other
hand, is designed to reproduce the the properties of light
and medium-mass nuclei [66] but fails to describe nucleon-
nucleon scattering above 35 MeV. It has to be pointed out
that the procedure followed to obtain the NNLOsat potential
implies a significant departure from the so-called ab initio
approach, in which the determination of nuclear dynamics
is decoupled from the theoretical uncertainty associated with
the calculation of nuclear observables for A > 4. In spite of
these limitations, predictions of radii, charge form factors,
and spectral quantities from NNLOsat are found to be in
very good agreement with the experimental data [99–102],
corroborating the use of this interaction to investigate the
electroweak response functions of medium-mass isotopes.

In view of the above observations, the interpretation of
the substantial agreement between the CC and NC cross
sections obtained from the two approaches, without adjusting
any parameters, is not straightforward. It is interesting to
note that despite the inability of the NNLOsat to reproduce
the phase shifts at high energies, the SCGF SF predicts a
high-energy tail of the cross section, reflecting the presence
in the wave function of momentum components in the range
200–400 MeV. This is clearly visible in Fig. 8 of Ref. [25],
where the SCGF single-nucleon momentum distributions are
shown to be compatible, up to relatively large momenta, with
those obtained using quantum Monte Carlo techniques and the
AV18+UIX potential.

Consistently with Refs. [28,29], we found that, for CC
transitions, MEC provide excess strength primarily in the dip
region. Only for the larger value of the scattering angles we
considered, θµ = 70◦, and for antineutrino processes, we find
that two-body currents enhance the quasielastic peak region.
A similar behavior is also observed for NC-induced processes,
somehow at variance with the GFMC results of Ref. [16].

025502-14
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EXTENSION TO THE INELASTIC SECTOR

? Comparison to NOMAD data [Vagnoni et al, PRL 118, 142502
(2017)]
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DIAGRAMMATIC APPROACHES: VALENCIA MODEL

? A variety of reaction mechanisms contributing to the nuclear responses
(quasi elastic scattering, resonance production, MEC, collective
excitations . . . ) are taken into account using a simplified model of
nuclear dynamics, typically based on the mean field approximation and
meson exchange interactions

I from J. Nieves’ talk at NUFACT11
NuFact11
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ELECTRON SCATTERING AS A TESTING GROUND

NuFact11
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NEUTRINO-CARBON CROSS SECTION

? Double differential cross section of the process

νµ +12 C → µ− +X

in the quasi elastic (CCQE) channel NuFact11
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† : As suggested by Sobczyk et al. PRC 82, 045502
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LYON-CERN (MARTINI) MODEL

? Conceptually similar to Valencia model. The main differences arise from
a different treatment of the excitation of two-particle-two-hole final
states

NuFact11
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+ +
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NEUTRINO-CARBON CROSS SECTION

? Double differential cross section of the process

νµ +12 C → µ− +X

in the quasi elastic (CCQE) channel
M. MARTINI AND M. ERICSON PHYSICAL REVIEW C 87, 065501 (2013)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) MiniBooNE flux-averaged CC “quasielastic” ν̄µ-12C double differential cross section per proton for several values
of muon kinetic energy as a function of the scattering angle. Dashed curve: pure quasielastic (1p-1h) cross section calculated in the RPA; solid
curve: with the inclusion of the multinucleon (np-nh) component. The experimental MiniBooNE points with the shape uncertainty are taken
from Ref. [1]. For the data there is an additional normalization uncertainty of 17.2% not shown here.

quite good in all the measured ranges once the multinucleon
component is incorporated. This is remarkable in view of the
fact that no parameter has been changed with respect to our
calculations in the neutrino mode. The only panel presenting
some disagreement, of which we do not know the origin,
corresponds to the lowest Tµ values, 0.2 MeV< Tµ < 0.3 MeV,
where the theoretical prediction is below the experimental data.
Notice that this underestimate at low Tµ has little influence on
the once integrated quantity, dσ/d cos θ , shown in Fig. 2, while
Fig. 3 displays the quantity dσ/dTµ. In both cases our results
are fully compatible with the experimental ones. Nevertheless
a small, but systematic, underestimation shows up with respect
to data, at least using the present normalization. We recall
that there is an additional normalization uncertainty of 17.2%
in the data [1]. Within this error margin the agreement can
be considered as excellent. We observe in Fig. 2 that the
antineutrino cross section falls more rapidly with angle than
the neutrino one (compare with Fig. 9 of Ref. [6]). This also
shows up in the Q2 distribution which peaks at smaller Q2

values than the neutrino one. The double differential cross
section as a function of Tµ, for the interval 0.8 < cos θ < 0.9,
is displayed in Fig. 4. It shows the same trend of systematic
underestimation. We have chosen this angle band to be able
to compare it with the similar curve for neutrinos (Fig. 6
of Ref. [6]). It happens that for this band the theoretical
underevaluation is the most pronounced (see the corresponding
point in Fig. 2). As this trend is nevertheless present we
may investigate its origin. On purely theoretical grounds,

we describe the genuine quasielastic cross section in the
RPA approach where the repulsive particle-hole interaction
produces a quenching effect [24]. In Fig. 4 this RPA quenching
explicitly appears when the cross sections with and without
the RPA are compared. We recall that for neutrinos the RPA
effect is needed in order to reproduce the double differential
cross sections as well as the Q2 distribution as was shown
in Ref. [6]. The only freedom that we have for antineutrinos
is then the RPA effect for the isovector response. It does not
affect the neutrino cross sections in view of the small weight
of this response. We have further investigated the influence
of this RPA suppression in the isovector response. It has no
effect for neutrinos and even for antineutrinos since it is too
small to produce a significant increase of the cross section.
It offers no solution for the slight, but systematic, theoretical
underevaluation trend. It seems that this must be found instead
in the uncertainty of the data, which is 17.2%. An overall
reduction of the data by this amount is sufficient to make the
theory-experiment agreement excellent, as good as the one for
neutrinos.

The Q2 distribution is shown in Fig. 5 with and without the
multinucleon component. The bare genuine quasielastic result
is also shown. As for neutrinos the RPA effects disappear
beyond Q2 ! 0.3 GeV2, for which the presence of the
multinucleon component is required. The agreement between
theory and experiment is quite good. The experimental points
are given in terms of the reconstructed value of Q2 while in
our theory it is the real value. The influence of this difference

065501-2
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SCALING OF FIRST AND SECOND KIND

I In the IA regime, the quasielastic
nuclear response exhibits scaling
in the variable y(|q|, ω)

I The response functions of
different nuclei scale in a
different variable, whose
definition involves a parameter
referred to as Fermi momentum,
parametrizing the A-dependence
of nuclear effects

data at fixed kinematics, all A:
excellent scaling of 2d kind, occurs at all q

valid out to large |!!|
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SUPERSCALING MODEL
I Sumultaneous occurrence of scaling of first and second kind is referred

to as superscaling
I The availability of longitudinal and transverse electromagnetic

responses allows to extract a universal scaling function extending to the
∆-production region

I In principle, superscaling can be extended exploited to predict
neutrino-nucleus cross sections. However, inclusion the inclusion of
contributions from non-scaling mechanisms, such as FSI, MEC and
inelastic scattering, involves a somewhat ad hoc procedure
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SUPERSCALING MODEL

I Comparison to electron scattering data (G. Megias’ talk at NUINT 2018)

Neutrino-nucleus reactions for neutrino oscillation experiments
Theoretical description and Results

Conclusions and Further Work
Conclusions and Further Work

Sensitivity of the SuSAv2-MEC model
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NEUTRINO CROSS SECTIONS

? Double differential cross section of CC0π νµ-C8H8 events measured by
the T2K collaboration (G. Megias’ talk at NUINT2018)

Neutrino-nucleus reactions for neutrino oscillation experiments
Theoretical description and Results

Conclusions and Further Work

Theoretical models and Description of 2p2h channels
Inclusive (e, e′) data within the SuSAv2-MEC model
Comparison with CC νµ-nucleus experimental data

T2K CC0π νµ−C8H8 cross sections PRD 94, 093004 (2016)
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WHERE WE ARE

? Even if we restrict ourselves to the 0π sector, the interpretation of
the signals measured by neutrino detectors require the
understanding of the different reaction mechanisms contributing
to the neutrino-nucleus cross section: single-nucleon knock out,
coupling to meson-exchange currents (MEC), and excitation of
collective modes

? Over the ∼ 15 years since the first NuINT Workshop—that we
may characterize as the post Fermi-gas age—a number of more
advanced models have been developed

? Electron scattering data, mainly inclusive cross sections, have
been exploited to derive or validate the some of proposed
models

? Several models have achieved the degree of maturity required
for a meaningful comparison between their predictions and the
measured neutrino-nucleus cross sections
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THE ISSUE OF DEGENERACY

? Comparison to the flux-integrated CCQE cross section measured by the
MiniBooNE collaboration

I Nieves et al
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FIG. 3: Muon angle and energy distribution d2!/d cos "µdTµ for 0.80 < cos "µ < 0.90. Experimental data from Ref. [5] and
calculation with MA = 1.32 GeV are multiplied by 0.9. Axial mass for the other curves is MA = 1.049 GeV.

with electron, photon and pion probes and contains no additional free parameters. RPA and multinucleon knockout
have been found to be essential for the description of the data. Our main conclusion is that MiniBooNE data are fully
compatible with former determinations of the nucleon axial mass, both using neutrino and electron beams in contrast
with several previous analyses. The results also suggest that the neutrino flux could have been underestimated.
Besides, we have found that the procedure commonly used to reconstruct the neutrino energy for quasielastic events
from the muon angle and energy could be unreliable for a wide region of the phase space, due to the large importance
of multinucleon events.

It is clear that experiments on neutrino reactions on complex nuclei have reached a precision level that requires for a
quantitative description of sophisticated theoretical approaches. Apart from being important in the study of neutrino
physics, these experiments are starting to provide very valuable information on the axial structure of hadrons.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) MiniBoone flux-folded double di!eren-
tial cross section per target nucleon for the !µ CCQE process
on 12C displayed versus the µ! kinetic energy Tµ for various
bins of cos "µ obtained within the SuSAv2+MEC approach.
QE and 2p-2h MEC results are also shown separately. Data
are from [1].

? Calculation based on different approximations and including different
reaction mechanisms yield similar results!
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UNRAVELING THE CCQE NEUTRINO-NUCLEUS CROSS SECTION

? An accurate description of the 2p2h sector and collective
excitations, providing a ∼ 20% contribution to the nuclear cross
section, is only relevant to the extent to which the remaining
∼ 80%, arising from processes involving 1p1h final states, is fully
understood. The ability of the models to explain single-nucleon
knock out needs to be assessed

? Fifty years of (e, e′p) experiments, in which the scattered electron
and the outgoing proton are detected in coincidence, have
provided a wealth of information on single nucleon knock-out
processes associated with 1p1h final states

? The large database of (e, e′p) cross sections—measured mainly at
Saclay, NIKHEF-K and Jefferson Lab—must be exploited to test
the theoretical approaches employed to study neutrino-nucleus
interaction, and assess their predictive power
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THE (e, e′p) REACTION

I Consider the process

e+A→ e′ + p+ (A− 1)

in which both the outgoing electron
and the proton, carrying momentum
p′, are detected in coincidence, and
the recoiling nucleus can be left in a
any (bound or continuum) state |n〉
with energy En

e e!

p!

q,!

I In the absence of final state interactions (FSI)—which can be
taken into acount as corrections—the the measured missing
momentum and missing energy can be identified with the
momentum of the knocked out nucleon and the excitation
energy of the recoiling nucleus, En − E0

pm = p′ − q , Em = ω − Tp′ − TA−1 ≈ ω − Tp′
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PINNING DOWN THE 1P1H SECTOR

I At moderate missing energy—typically Em <∼ 50 MeV—the
recoiling nucleus is left in a bound state

I The final state is a 1p1h state of the A-nucleon system
I The missing energy spectrum exhibits spectroscopic lines,

corresponding to knock out from the shell model states.
However the normalization of the shell model states is
suppressed with respect to the predictions of the independent
particle model.

I The momentum distributions of nucleons in the shell model
states can be obtained measuring the missing momentum
spectra at fixed missing energy

I Consider 12C(e, e′p)11B, as an example. The expected 1p1h final
states are

|11B(3/2
−

), p〉 , |11B(1/2
−

), p〉 , . . .
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C(e, e′p) AT MODERATE MISSING ENERGY

I Missing energy spectrum of
12C measured at Saclay in the
1970s

QUASI-FREE (e, e’p) 473 

8% PG 180 M&J/” 

MISSIffi ENERGY (McV) 

Fig. 9. Missing energy spectra from “C(e, e’p), (a) 0 S P 5 36 MeV/c, (b) SO $ P 5 180 MeV/c and 
(c) 0 s P s 60 MeV/c for 20 5 E 5 60 MeV. 

3OG E< 50 MeV 

0 50 la, ls0 2co 250 300 
RECOIL MOMENTUM (M&/c) 

Fig. 10. Momentum ~s~ibution from “C(e, e’p); (a) I5 s E 4 21.5 MeV and (b) 30 5 E s 50 MeV. 
The solid and dashed lines represent DWIA and PWIA ~lcula~ons respectively, with nonfiction 

obtained by a fit to the data. 

shells of “C. The lp, shell, at a separation energy of 16 MeV (fig. 9), exhibits 
the expected I = 1 distribution having a zero at P = 0 and a single maximum at 
PW 100 MeVJc. The two lines occurring in S(E, P) at 18 and 21 MeV correspond 

I P - state momentum
distribution. Solid line: LDA
spectral function
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MORE (e, e′p) DATA IS ON ITS WAY

? Jlab experiment E12-12-14-012 has measured the Ar,Ti(e, e′p)
cross section. These data will allow the determination of the
spectral functions needed for the analysis of both ν and ν̄
interactions in liquid argon detectors

? Collaboration involving 38 physicists, including few theorists,
from 8 institutions

? Approved by the Jefferson Lab PAC42 in July, 2014, with
scientific grade A-

? Experimental readiness review passed in July, 2016

? Data taking in February-March 2017

? First results (inclusive) published in 2018 and 2019

? First results of the exclusive analysis exoected in 2019
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JLAB E12-14-012 DATA

I Inclusive cross sections at E = 2.222 GeV and θ = 15.54 deg.
PRC 99, 054608 (2019)H. Dai et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 99, 054608 (2019)
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FIG. 2. Comparison of Ar(e, e′) cross section of Fig. 1, and
Ti(e, e′) and C(e, e′) cross sections of Ref. [23], all in the same
kinematics, presented in terms of the ratio defined by Eq. (4).

complex optical potential but the formalism translates the flux
lost towards inelastic channels, represented by the imaginary
part of the optical potential, into the strength observed in
inclusive reactions. It is apparent that this procedure leads to a
remarkably good description of both shape and normalization
of the data in the the quasielastic region. However, it does not
include two-body currents and delta-excitation mechanisms
which are clearly visible in the region of lower E ′ values (i.e.,
larger energy transfers).

In Fig. 2, we compare the argon data to the titanium and
carbon data of Ref. [23], taken in the same kinematical setup,
corresponding to incident electron energy 2.222 GeV and
scattering angle of 15.54◦. The comparison is performed in
terms of the ratio defined as

(d2σ/d"dE ′)/[Zσep + (A − Z )σen] , (4)

where A and Z are the nuclear mass number and charge,
respectively, while σep and σen denote the elastic electron-
proton and electron-neutron cross sections stripped of the
energy-conserving delta function [32]. The results of Fig. 2,
showing that the ratios of Eq. (4) corresponding to argon and
titanium are nearly identical to one another, appear to support
the strategy underlying our experiment, aimed at exploiting
titanium data to extract complementary information on nu-
clear effects in argon. However, the differences between the
results for argon and carbon indicate significant differences in
the ground-state properties of these nuclei, which are relevant
in the context of MC simulations for DUNE.

Inclusive data corresponding to different kinematics and
different targets are best compared in terms of the scaling
functions of the first and second kinds, discussed in Refs. [33]
and [34], respectively. Scaling of the first kind, or y scaling,
is observed in the regime in which quasielastic single-nucleon
knockout is the dominant reaction mechanism, and the effect
of final state interactions between the struck nucleon and the
spectator system is negligible. The resulting scaling func-
tion, F (y), is determined by the target spectral function and

FIG. 3. Comparison between the scaling function of the second
kind, f (ψ ), obtained from E12-14-012 data on Ar, Ti, and C. The kF

of C is fixed to the value obtained by Moniz et al. [35] while the data
analysis of Ti and Ar sets kF at 240 and 245 MeV, respectively. The
circles are the Ar data from LNF [11], which turn out to prefer an
inconsistently higher value of kF .

turns out to be largely independent of kinematics. Scaling
of the second kind, however, allows to compare data sets
corresponding to different targets. The definitions of both the
scaling variable ψ and the scaling function f (ψ ) involve a
momentum scale, which can be loosely interpreted as a nu-
clear Fermi momentum, kF , providing a simple parametriza-
tion of the target dependence of nuclear effects.

In Fig. 3, we show the scaling functions of the second
kind, f (ψ ), displayed as a function of the dimensionless
scaling variable ψ . It is apparent that setting the carbon Fermi
momentum to 220 MeV—the value resulting from the analysis
of Moniz et al. [35]—the scaling of titanium and argon data is
observed for kF = 240 and 245 MeV, respectively. Hence, the
scaling analysis confirms the picture emerging from Fig. 2.
For comparison, we also show the scaling function f (ψ )
obtained using the Ar(e, e′) cross section at 700 MeV and 32◦,
measured at the LNF electron-positron storage ring ADONE
using a jet target [11]. It turns out that the LNF data only scale
at ψ ≈ 0, and prefer a value of the Fermi momentum, kF =
375 MeV, much larger than that resulting from the analysis of
JLab data. This inconsistency may well be the result of the
normalization issue that the authors of Ref. [11] found in their
16O cross section, as compared to the cross section previously
measured at the Bates Linear Accelerator Center [36], chosen
as a reference data set. A normalization factor of 1.19 had to
be applied to the LNF 16O cross section in order to reproduce
the Bates spectrum [11]. Note that the Bates data for oxygen
were obtained by subtracting cross sections corresponding
to BeO and Be targets, while the LNF experiment used a
relatively pure jet target. The same normalization factor, 1.19,
was then applied to the reported argon cross section, leaving
room for further uncertainty. In addition, it has to be pointed
out that the results of RGF calculations, while describing
both the LNF oxygen data [31] and the E12-14-012 argon

054608-4
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OUTLOOK

? In spite of the significant progress of the past two decades,
substantial developments of the theoretical models are required
to match the needs of ongoing and future neutrino experiments

? Inclusive and exclusive electron scattering data should be fully
exploited to validate the models and remove the existing
degeneracies.

? The potential of the Monte Carlo approach to perform accurate
calculations of nuclear properties should be combined with the
flexibility of the approach based on factorization

? The results of lattice calculations could also be employed, to
describe the interaction vertices

? Being inherently modular, the factorization scheme is best suited
for implementation in generators, and allows for an
event-by-event analysis
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CAN A NEAR DETECTOR HELP?
? In principle, the determination of σβ(Eν , Evis) could be avoided

using a near detector to measure the unoscillated event rate, and
exploiting the fact that in the ratio between near and far detector
data many uncertainties cancel. In a disappearance experiment

Rα→α(far)L2

Rα→α(near)
=
NfarΦα σ̃α P (να → να)

NnearΦα σ̃α1
≈ Nfar

Nnear
P (να → να)

? For this cancellation to occur efficiently, it is essential that near
and far detectors have nearly identical response

? Steve Manely’s view on this issue (from a talk delivered at CERN
on January 29, 2018)

,
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The Good
If use the same target material and detectors are 
identical and flavor differences in lepton reconstruction 
are negligible and/or well understood, then nuclear and 
detector effects largely cancel in the systematic error.  

Oscillations for the naïve optimist
“You are only 
naïve once.  Use 
it well.”*

*Quote from author 
Joyce Rachelle

2S. Manly, CERN neutrino platform week - Jan. 2018

Oscillations for the realist

det det
det
( , )rec

rec

E E
dN dN D dE
dE dE

Q Q
Q Q Q

Q

 ³ Detectors never perfect
Must unfold observations to get “truth”

“The secret of happiness is to 
face the fact that the world is 
horrible, horrible, horrible.”*

*Quote from philosopher 
Bertrand Russell

Correct for:
¾ efficiency of detection
¾ detector acceptance
¾ resolution and smearing of experimental observables, i.e, Eν
¾ mistakes in determination of morphology

CCQE, CC1pi, 2p2h
Usually we use “topology” when 
describing different event types.  
“Morphology” is a better word.  
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3S. Manly, CERN neutrino platform week - Jan. 2018
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IMPULSE APPROXIMATION & FACTORIZATION

? Basic assumptions

. |X〉 ≈ |x,px〉 ⊗ |R(A−1),pR〉

. JµA(q) =
∑
i j
µ
i (q) +

∑
j>i j

µ
ij(q) ≈

∑
i j
µ
i (q)

? As a zero-th order approximation, Final State Interactions (FSI) and
processes involving two-nucleon Meson-Exchange Currents (MEC) are
neglected (can be added as corrections)

? The nuclear matrix element reduces to the simplified form

〈X|JνA|0〉 ≈ N
√

m

EpR
Mn(pR)〈x,px|jν |n,−pR〉 ,

where N = A− Z, EpR =
√

p2
R +m2,

Mn(k) = {〈n,k| ⊗ 〈n(A−1),−k|}|0〉 ,

k is the initial momentum of the struck nucleon and |x,px〉 is the
hadronic final state produced at the interaction vertex
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? Within the factorization ansatz the target response reduces to

Wµν
A = N

∫
d3k dE

m

Ek
P (k, E)wµν

wµν =
∑

x

∫
d3px〈k, n|jµ|x,px〉〈px, x|jν |n,k〉δ(4)(k + q̃ − px)

? wµν is the tensor describing the interaction of a free neutron of
momentum k at four momentum transfer

q̃ ≡ (ω̃,q) , ω̃ = ω +MA − ER − Ek

? The substitution ω → ω̃ < ω accounts the fact that an amount
δω = ω − ω̃ of the energy transfer goes into excitation energy of
the residual system.

? The spectral function P (k, E) describes the probability of
removing a nucleon of momentum k from the target nucleus,
leaving the residual system with excitation energy E
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THE NUCLEAR SPECTRAL FUNCTION

? Bottom line: the tail of the
momentum distribution, arising
from the continuum contribution
to the spectral function, turns out
to be largely A-independent for
A > 2

n(k) =

∫
dE P (k, E)

? Spectral functions of isospin symmetric nuclei have been
obtained within the Local Density Approximation (LDA)

PLDA(k, E) = PMF(k, E) +

∫
d3r ρA(r) PNMcorr (k, E; ρ = ρA(r))

using the Mean Field (MF), or shell model, contributions
extracted from (e, e′p) data (more on this later)

? The continuum contribution PNMcorr (k, E) can be accurately
computed in uniform nuclear matter at different densities
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LDA SPECTRAL FUNCTION OF 16O

? shell model states account for ∼ 80% of the strenght
? the remaining ∼ 20% , arising from NN correlations, is located

at high momentum and large removal energy (k� kF , E � ε )
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ELECTRON SCATTERING AS A TESTING GROUND
? e+ 12C→ e′ +X quasi elastic cross section computed within the

IA including FSI. The predictions of the Relativistic Fermi Gas
Model (RFGM) are also shown for comparison.
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KINEMATIC NEUTRINO ENERGY RECONSTRUCTION

I In the charged current quasi elastic (CCQE) channel, assuming
single nucleon single knock out, the relevant elementary process
is

ν` + n→ `− + p

I The reconstructed neutrino energy is

Eν =
m2
p −m2

µ − En2 + 2EµEn − 2kµ · pn + |pn2|
2(En − Eµ + |kµ| cos θµ − |pn| cos θn)

,

where |kµ| and θµ are measured, while pn and En are the
unknown momentum and energy of the interacting neutron

I Existing simulation codes routinely use |pn| = 0 , En = mn − ε ,
with ε ∼ 20 MeV for carbon and oxygen, or the predictions of the
Fermi gas model
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RECONSTRUCTED NEUTRINO ENERGY IN THE CCQE CHANNEL

I Neutrino energy
reconstructed using 2
×104 pairs of (|p|, E)
values sampled from LDA
(SF) and Fermi gas oxygen
spectral functions

I The average value 〈Eν〉
obtained from the realistic
spectral function turns out
to be shifted towards
larger energy by
∼ 70 MeV
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THE E12-14-012 EXPERIMENT AT JEFFERSON LAB

? The reconstruction of neutrino and antineutrino energy in liquid
argon detectors will require the understanding of the spectral
functions describing both protons and neutrons

? The Ar(e, e′p) cross section only provides information on proton
interactions. The information on neutrons can be obtained from
the Ti(e, e′p), exploiting the pattern of shell model levels

16

Physics Motivation
Experimental Goals

Experimental conditions
Titanium idea

Physics motivation

Use few hours of beam time investigating the feasibility of running
on a titanium target, as suggested by the PAC.
The neutron spectral function of argon is needed to model
quasielastic neutrino scattering. In pion production both neutrons
and protons take part in charged-current interactions.

40
18Ar

p’s n’s

48
22Ti

p’s n’s

C. Mariani for E12-14-012 Collaboration Spectral function of 40Ar through the (e, e0p) reaction
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